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ABSTRACT

Peer assessment is rapidly growing in online learning, as it
presents a method to address scalability challenges. However, research suggests that the benefits of peer review are
obtained inconsistently. This paper explores why, introducing three ways that framing task goals significantly changes
reviews. Three experiments manipulated features in the
review environment. First, adding a numeric scale to open
text reviews was found to elicit more explanatory, but lower
quality reviews. Second, structuring a review task into
short, chunked stages elicited more diverse feedback. Finally, showing reviewers a draft along with finished work elicited reviews that focused more on the work’s goals than
aesthetic details. These findings demonstrate the importance of carefully structuring online learning environments to ensure high quality peer reviews.
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INTRODUCTION: PEER ASSESSMENT POTENTIAL AND
PROBLEMS

In online education, peer assessment has emerged as a crucial strategy for learner development [10, 15, 42]. Peer reviewers can provide social contact, feedback on work quality, and performance benchmarks for other students in
online classes. Online platforms such as edX and Coursera
frequently require learners to exchange peer reviews. Other
models are being experimented with: for example, one platform recruits and pays former students as project reviewers
[38]. Peer review software is available as both commercial
(e.g., http://www.peerceptiv.com/) and open-source (e.g.,
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ments is already producing real-world consequences for
learners; these examples highlight the importance of understanding how different peer review features impact learners.
As such, it is important to examine what peer review features result in high-quality feedback. Reviewing others’
work can invoke powerful and unique benefits such as social motivation and learning [3, 10, 12]. However, research
findings on peer reviewer efficacy are mixed, and difficult
to reconcile. Some research has found that peer feedback
can help online students improve at a rate comparable to
instructor feedback [e.g. 9, 53]; other research points to
limitations of peer review such as student distrust [8, 14,
29], grader inaccuracy [49], and inconsistency compared
with expert reviewers [28, 44, 56, 57]. These results suggest
that successfully scalable peer review requires strategies to
ensure that high quality reviews are obtained more consistently. Evaluating peer assessment’s potential is further
complicated by the diversity of platforms and review structures examined.
This paper presents three ways that framing tasks in an
online peer review environment can significantly change
the reviews given. Three experiments manipulated features
in an online peer review task to change the way the task
was framed for peer reviewers. We investigated how
changes to rubrics, task structure, and work representation
impacted the quality, number of explanations and depth of
feedback given by reviewers. We explored these changes
across peer reviews for a variety of online artifacts (essays,
resumés, and website designs). While not exhaustive, these
findings may help strengthen the design of peer review environments. Table 1 summarizes these findings and practical recommendations for designing peer review tasks in
online learning.
BACKGROUND RESEARCH

When designing peer assessment systems, it is useful to
consider three factors that impact peer review quality: individual reviewer differences such as expertise, group differences such as cultural norms around assessment, and differences in the review processes.
Research on individual expertise and group differences can
inform peer review. For example, novices and experts differ
in the details they attend to: novices often overvalue detailed and surface-level concerns and undervalue conceptual
and meaning-level issues. Novices may focus on grammar
errors to the exclusion of revising logical flow in a writing

Finding

Recommendation

Numeric ratings in rubric
increased explanations given
in reviews but decreased
overall review quality

Use objective scales like number
or letter ratings for critical
evaluation, but be aware that
they may decrease developmental feedback

Short, separated stages for
review increased goaloriented feedback

Break up peer review tasks in
stages to help broaden peer
reviews’ focus

Viewing a sketched representation shifted reviewers’
focus to goals and purpose

Use artifacts that connect reviewers to the design and
drafting process to deepen their
feedback

Table 1: Summary of Findings and Recommendations for
Framing Peer Review

assignment [59], and struggle to identify global problems
[20, 25]. Expert reviewers may provide clearer justifications [58]. It also seems likely that individual differences in
cognition and personality will impact peer reviewing: for
example, reviewers with high executive functioning may
give better feedback [35]. Group differences have also
emerged for peer reviewers who belong to distinct populations, e.g: learners may tend to inflate assessments for peers
from their own country [32].
Pivotal factors that impact peer reviews may also result
from the immediate task cues. Decades of research have
consistently found that norms and communication in classrooms can subtly impact learners’ beliefs, with great ramifications for their behavior [1]. For example, the language
and assessments used in classroom environments contain
multiple cues for learners, supporting a range of beliefs
about whether effort matters, whether self-disclosure is
appropriate, and what mistakes mean [5, 11]. Learners often
adopt these beliefs even when the messaging is implicit.
Students who perceive course assessment to be harsh and
unyielding will adopt an avoidant approach to learning that
emphasizes escaping opportunities where one might fail
[11], and these messages can be communicated through
implicit cues, such as whom teachers call on.
How does the environment of an online assessment impact
learner beliefs? And does this environment carry ramifications for peer review? These cues may be especially key in
online environments, which often lack traditional communication cues, social presence, and immediate clarifications
from instructors [e.g., 51]. In the absence of traditional
communication cues such as body language, framing cues
in an online setting may dramatically impact learners’ task
interpretation and subsequent performance.

FRAMING EFFECTS: THE IMPORTANCE OF REVIEW
TASK FEATURES

Research on peer review content and quality has primarily
focused on improving reviewers' performance relative to
instructors or experts such as providing instructor training
sessions for peer reviewers [e.g. 39, 47, 56]. Providing a
rubric has also been found to increase reviewer performance [58]. However, along with such training, it is likely
that tacitly implying assessment goals influences peer reviewers at all expertise levels. Without a careful understanding of these implications, peer review platforms may
inadvertently create framing effects which change the focus
and content of peer reviews.
Framing effects have been shown to significantly affect
people’s behavior [e.g., 9, 18, 22, 34, 40]. While framing
effects are complex and multifaceted, one salient effect for
peer reviews is anchoring and adjustment, a heuristical behavior where an initial “anchor point” can inordinately influence an individual’s later estimations and behaviors. If
the initial anchor is high or low, later estimations will also
be high or low respectively [19, 52]. For example, assessments of university reputation are influenced by known
prior assessments [4].
This paper investigates the following questions: How might
such framing cues present in peer review? Do unspoken and
implicit design signals impact peer reviewers’ conception
of the review process?
EXPERIMENT 1: GIVING REVIEWERS
RATINGS PROMPTS MORE EXPLANATION

NUMERIC

Classroom research has uncovered significant effects on
learner disclosure and perseverance based on whether students believe that educational goals are critical or developmental [11]. For online classes, this belief could also be an
important factor in peer review. A reviewer who perceives
their task to be assigning a final grade may give critical
feedback that focuses on identifying flaws. By contrast, a
reviewer who perceives their task to be helping a learner
improve may provide more explanations and suggest
changes to the reviewee.
One common cue that may affect whether feedback is seen
as critical or developmental is asking reviewers to assign
numeric ratings. Online, review rubrics vary widely, and
may or may not ask reviewers to rate work on an explicit
scale. For example, Figure 1 shows a review rubric used in
a recent Coursera course on Cognitive Ethnography which
did not use numeric ratings [36]. In contrast, Figure 2
shows a rubric from a recent edX course, The Art of Poetry,
which asked learners to review peers’ essays with multiple
numeric point scales [43]. One possibility is that numeric
ratings draw reviewers’ focus to fault-finding, creating
more negative feedback in their text comments. Alternately,
numeric ratings may remove the perceived responsibility of
providing explicit ranking, and encourage them to focus
instead on developmental suggestions in their text feedback.

Experiment 1 provides some suggestive work exploring this
question.
METHOD

Experiment 1 examined whether providing numeric ratings
changes the content of peer reviews for graduate application
essays.
Participants

Participants were recruited from online advertisements and
flyers on a Southern California university campus. 53 graduate school applicants participated in this experiment (see
Table 2). All participants had completed a graduate application essay, and were actively applying for graduate school
within the time period of the study. We used these selection
criteria to study peer reviewers for whom the review task
would be relevant. By using a peer review task outside of
an existing online course, we were able to examine the effects of peer review on a task for which peers had received
no prior influence or training from a course rubric or instructor.

Materials and Procedure

Participants enrolled through an online website created by
the authors, and provided their area of application, college
enrollment, and whether they were native English speakers.
Native and non-native (ESL) English speakers were assigned in equal numbers to the two conditions in order to
control for language confounds across conditions.
Participants uploaded their graduate application essay for
peer review through PeerStudio, an online peer review platform [31, 33]. Before completing the review task, participants were directed to further resources for graduate application essay writing from a university careers website [54].
After submitting their essay, participants were required to
review two other essays before receiving feedback on their
own. Participants were then asked to submit revised drafts
for a second round of feedback. The study was open to enrollment and participation for one month, and participants
were allowed to work at their own pace during that time.
Experimental Conditions

Participants were randomly assigned to receive and give
reviews in one of two conditions: numeric (28 participants)
or non-numeric (27 participants). Both conditions provided
reviewers with open text fields for comments on the essay's
thesis statement, supporting evidence, and conclusion. In
the numeric condition, reviewers were also asked to rate the
thesis statement, supporting evidence and conclusion respectively on a scale from 1 to 5 (Figure 3).
RESULTS

53 participants submitted at least one essay; 24 submitted a
revised essay after receiving feedback. 12 participants submitted more than 2 drafts, with one submitting 12 drafts. In
total, 205 reviews were submitted: 115 in the numeric condition and 90 in the non-numeric condition. Because some
reviewers failed to complete all the tasks, the number of
observations varies in the following analyses.
Analysis Plan

Figure 1: Online Peer Review Rubric: No numeric ratings
required of peer reviewers [36]

Text responses were numerically coded by three raters who
were blind to the experimental conditions. Table 3 shows a
complete list of the measures coded. The primary dependA ge
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Figure 2: Online Peer Review Rubric: Numeric ratings
required from peer reviewers [43]

M = 25.11

Table 2: Descriptive Statistics for Experiment 1

Explanation

Number of explanations for improvement

Positive Comments

Number of non-critical positive comments
(e.g., “I loved the examples from your lab
research”)

Negative Comments
Length
Quality

Number of critical negative comments
(e.g., “your conclusion was terrible”)
Total character count for each submitted
review
Quality score for a review rated on a 1-5
scale

Table 3: Dependent measures used in text analysis for Experiment 1

the numeric condition (M = 126), F(1, 120) = 6.42, p = .01.
This effect size was moderate (Cohen’s d = .57).

Figure 3: Numeric (left) and non-numeric (right) feedback
conditions in Experiment 1. Peer reviewers in the numeric
condition were provided with both open-ended text boxes
and numeric ratings.

ent variables for our analyses were the number of explanations, the number of positive and negative comments, and
ratings of overall quality. Explanation received one point if
a comment had a suggestion for improvement and justified
it with an explicit explanation (e.g. from participant comments, “change the conclusion because it is repetitive and
will be boring”). No explanation count was given if a comment had no suggestions or made only vague statements
(e.g., “change the conclusion”). Negative comments (e.g.,
“I hate your intro”) were counted only when the reviewer
made a purely negative statement with no explicit suggestion for change. “Quality” was a subjective 1-5 rating for
how helpful raters judged a review to be in comparison to
other reviews. Ratings were positively correlated (r = .82.85, p < .0001) and the average from all ratings was used
for analysis.

Explanation and Positive Comments were not correlated.
There was no significant difference in Negative Comments
between conditions, however, Explanation was positively
correlated with Negative Comments, r(121) = .60, p <
.0001.
Preliminary analyses found no effect of Gender, Age, Enrollment in College, Ethnicity or ESL, therefore these variables were excluded from subsequent analyses. The number
of revisions submitted also did not vary significantly between conditions.
Experiment 1 Discussion

Providing a numeric rating scale along with the open-ended
review prompted more explanations and more positive
comments. However, open-ended reviews with no such
scale were rated more helpful as feedback for the writer.
One possible explanation for these findings is that a numeric scale prompts reviewers to think their task is primarily
making the assessment standard clear to the reviewee: re-

Quantitative Results

The presence of numeric ratings had a significant effect on
the content of reviews (Figure 4): reviewers in the numeric
condition gave more explanations (M = 2.60) than reviewers in the non-numeric condition (M = 2.03), F(1, 120) =
4.04, p = .04. This effect size was moderate (Cohen’s effect
size d = .45). Reviewers in the numeric condition were also
significantly more likely to make positive comments (M =
1.75 vs. M = 1.02), F(1, 120) = 8.23, p < .01. This effect
size was moderate to large (Cohen’s d = .63).
However, reviews in the non-numeric condition were rated
higher quality (M = 2.80 versus M = 2.36), F(1, 120) =
4.05, p < .05. This effect size was moderate (Cohen’s d =
.44). Interestingly, reviewers in the non-numeric condition
wrote significantly longer reviews (M = 336) than those in

Figure 4: Explanation Feedback is higher in numeric condition in Experiment 1. Error bars show standard error.

quiring a rating emphasized the reviewer’s explanatory role.
While reviewers in the numeric condition provided more
explanations, their reviews appeared to focus more on explaining grading and less on providing help to the reviewee.
Their more positive tone overall may indicate that reviewers in the numeric condition felt the need to justify or console the reviewee for their grade. Without the numeric cue,
reviewers provided feedback that was rated as more helpful,
perhaps because their interpretation of the task remained
developmentally focused. Future research that includes
post-task interviews with reviewers could help to clarify the
motivations behind these observed differences.
Experiment 1 suggests that rubric features can produce significant changes in review content, and possibly impact
reviewers’ conceptions of their task goals. Experiment 2
explores whether similar effects are found for the structure
of the review task.
EXPERIMENT 2: DIVIDING REVIEW INTO SHORTER
TASKS PROMPTS GOAL-ORIENTED FEEDBACK

Design choices made about the structure of tasks in online
learning environments can have significant consequences.
For example, many Massive Open Online Courses
(MOOCs) present short (e.g., less than 10 minutes) lecture
videos interspersed with multiple choice questions rather
than a single, hour-long lecture typical of universities. This
structural choice stems from the insight that shorter content
consumption followed by immediate interaction is often
more engaging and beneficial for learners [e.g., 30]. The
principle of active learning helps to explain this finding,
arguing that immediately engaging students in activities
reinforces novel material, thereby prompting deeper learning and longer retention of material [e.g., 45, 46].
Can task structures also impact reviewers’ behavior? It is
possible that reviewers will generate better reviews when
their task is divided into shorter discrete steps rather than a
single, longer task because this prompts more active engagement with the review task. It is also possible that framing the review task with short steps may cue reviewers to
consider more diverse types of feedback rather than perseverating on a single feature in the reviewed work. Novice
reviewers tend to overdwell on surface details and fail to
recognize global problems in work [20, 25, 59]. Will framing a review activity as multiple small review tasks prompt
reviewers to broaden the scope of their reviews?
On the other hand, it is also possible that dividing a review
task will produce sparser and lower quality reviews. Task
interruptions can be highly disruptive to performance, introducing a mental load which decreases both performance
quality and time on task [24, 50]. Reviewers may generate
longer reviews, and note more features, when they are given uninterrupted time on task. It is also possible that dividing the task will produce no difference: reviewers may generate a certain amount of feedback regardless of the review
task structure.

Experiment 2 tests whether a different structure for the review process changes review content. We hypothesized that
breaking up a review task into a series of shorter critiques
improves reviewers’ attention to overarching goals of the
work. As in Experiment 1, we chose to test peer reviewers
outside of the context of an online course. We chose resumé
review as the experimental task: resumé writing is a familiar task for most people who have searched for a job, and a
real-world experience for participants in this experiment.
METHOD

Experiment 2 examined whether reviewers giving feedback
in shortened stages would give different reviews compared
with reviewers completing the task in one long session.
Participants

Participants were recruited from an experimental subject
pool at a Southern California university (see Table 4). All
had completed a professional resumé, and were either applying for jobs or planning to apply for jobs within the next
six months. These criteria selected peer reviewers for whom
resumé review would be relevant. Participants received
undergraduate course credit for participation in this experiment. Participants also self-reported their perceived academic standing, compared with classmates, on a 1-5 scale.
Materials and Procedure

The resumés in this experiment were created by the researchers in collaboration with undergraduate research assistants. Resumés with a range of believable work experience were created for fictional undergraduate Cognitive
Science majors.
The experiment was administered online. Participants completed a short, three-question training that familiarized them
with some best practices by asking them to review their
own resumés. This training helped ensure that participants
had at least some preliminary knowledge of resumé improvement, and encouraged them to see review as relevant
to their personal experience. This training led participants
through the resumé features of layout, language, and content, and how those features supported professional goals
(e.g., clarity of language may help a recruiter to perceive
the writer as thoughtful and intelligent).
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Table 4: Descriptive Statistics for Experiment 2

Experimental Conditions

Participants were randomly assigned to one of two conditions: structured review (43 participants) or unstructured
(41 participants):
1. In the Structured condition, participants were asked to
give feedback on an undergraduate student resumé in
three steps, with each step titled as a different resumé feature: layout, language, and content. Steps were titled with
general resumé characteristics to provide participants
with some explanation for the discrete steps. Participants
navigated through three pages, with a small open text
field displayed on the same page as the resumé.
2. In the Unstructured condition, participants were shown
the same student resumé. They were asked to give feedback in one step, with a single, large open text field displayed on the same page as the resumé.
RESULTS

84 participants provided feedback on resumés.
Analysis Plan

Text responses from participants were coded by three research assistants who were blind to conditions. Ratings
were positively correlated (r = .8-.86, p < .0001); analysis
used the average rating for each measure. Table 5 shows a
complete list of the measures coded. The primary dependent variables for analysis were the review comments on
aesthetic features and writer goals, and ratings of overall
feedback quality in comparison to the other reviews. Quality was scored by answering the prompt, “if this were feedback on your work, how helpful would you find it?” For all
ratings where a discrepancy arose, raters reached an agreeAesthetic
Feedback

Number of statements about aesthetic details
of resumé such as font, bullet styles, or layout

Goal Feedback

Number of statements specifically mentioning
reaching the resumé writer’s goals such as
significant rewording to present a specific
professional identity

Positive
Comments

Number of non-critical positive comments
(e.g., “I really liked your formatting”)

Negative
Comments

Number of critical negative comments (e.g.,
“The large bullet points really irked me”)

Explanations

ment on the score after discussion.
Quantitative Results

Structured review produced significantly more feedback on
writer goals, F(1,83) = 27.83, p < .0001 (Figure 5). This
effect size was large (Cohen’s effect size d = 1.16). In addition to commenting more on global, goal-driven features of
resumés, reviews from the structured condition were rated
as significantly higher quality than reviews from the control
condition, F(1,83) = 11.64, p = .001. This effect size was
moderate to large (Cohen’s d = 0.71). Structured review
also produced significantly more positive comments
throughout the experiment, F(1, 83) = 44.35, p < .0001,
with a large effect size (Cohen’s d = 2.08). There was no
statistically significant difference in the number of negative
comments given between conditions.
There was no significant difference in the number of feedback suggestions participants made for aesthetic features of
the resumés. Across both conditions, the amount of Goal
Feedback was correlated with review quality, r(84) = .64, p
< .0001. Reviews in the structured condition were also
longer than in the unstructured condition (M = 693 compared with M = 465); F(1, 83) = 12.29, p < .001, with a
medium to large effect size (Cohen’s d = 0.77).
Additionally, for the 68 participants who volunteered this
information, self-reported academic rank was positively
correlated with review quality, r(68) =.35, p = .003. This
provides some confirmation of the Quality ratings, as reviewers who gave high quality reviews were also better
students.
Experiment 2 Discussion

In Experiment 2, providing discrete stages in the review
task improved the quality and broadened the focus of reviewers’ feedback. While all reviewers gave feedback on
aesthetic choices like font and layout, the structured review
condition prompted reviewers to attend more to the submis-

Number of explanations given for suggested
changes (e.g., “change the layout because it’s
hard to read”)

Quality

Quality score for a reviewer rated on a 1-5
scale by three raters: asked “how helpful
would you find this review, if this were your
resumé?”

Length

Total character count for each submitted review

Table 5: Dependent measures used in text analysis for
Experiment 2

Figure 5: Review Comments on Writer Goals are significantly higher for Structured Condition in Experiment 2.

sion’s goals and underlying message. The raters’ “Quality”
scores correlated with the amount of feedback reviewers
gave on work goals, suggesting that raters interpreted reviews with goal feedback as being more helpful. Future
work should test whether feedback recipients themselves
perceive goal feedback as more helpful.
Experiment 2 suggests that choices about the way a peer
review task is structured can significantly impact reviews.
Experiment 3 examines how choices about the representation of the reviewed work itself can impact reviews. Experiment 3 also examined this impact with a subject pool of
Mechanical Turk workers. MTurkers provide demographic
characteristics which are broader than the subject pool used
in Experiment 2, allowing a closer comparison to the general online learning populations (e.g., Coursera reports that
average age for users in many courses is 35 [37]). However,
it is also important to note that there may be differences
between these populations which impact the generalizability of these findings. For instance, MTurkers are likely
more experienced in ratings tasks than an average student
participant.
EXPERIMENT 3: SHOWING DRAFTS ENCOURAGES
REVIEWERS TO FOCUS ON PROCESS

Choices about how work is represented may also frame
peer review tasks for learners. Often, academic performance is evaluated on a static end product: in a traditional
classroom, a final paper, project, or design is submitted for
review and evaluation. However, growing emphasis on process and showing drafts in educational research [e.g., 2, 9,
48] raises interesting possibilities for online peer review.
Does seeing a draft example of work change the kind of
feedback that peers give? And does the way that draft is
represented affect the kinds of feedback that peers generate?
One theoretical explanation for why seeing drafts could
elicit better performance is that drafts encourage growth
mindset beliefs [17]. A large body of educational research
has found that emphasizing the process of work versus the
static outcome leads learners to more highly value their
own effort, and engage more deeply and persistently with
the work [e.g., 7, 26, 41]. For example, children who were
given process praise (“you must have tried really hard to do
this”) instead of outcome praise (“that’s the right way to do
it”) showed both more persistence and more adaptive beliefs about learning [27]. Some intriguing anecdotal accounts also highlight the importance of draft representation
specifically: for example, Buxton recounts how architects
intentionally show lower quality, more “hand-drawn”
sketches to clients in order to shift their focus to global design questions and away from surface details [6].
How might representation framing impact giving feedback
to creators? It could be that seeing a draft provides a growth
mindset frame, encouraging reviewers’ deepened engage-

ment in the process. On the other hand, this framing may
not be strong enough to impact reviewers; in a usability
study, no significant difference was found for reviewers’
identification of usability issues across sketched, wireframe,
or fully rendered website designs [55]. This question is particularly relevant for the evaluation of visual, creative work.
For example, Coursera’s Interaction Design Specialization
[13] requires learners to evaluate and generate feedback on
creative visual work such as interface prototype materials.
Experiment 3 examined whether the way a website design
is represented to reviewers will impact the reviews given.
We hypothesized that seeing different representations of an
evaluation piece can frame the task goals for reviewers:
seeing unfinished or “rough” versions of work could
prompt reviewers to consider the creator’s process and
goals for the work product. Additionally, Experiment 3
contrasted this frame with explicitly telling reviewers about
the website creator’s goals, asking whether this would similarly impact review.
METHOD

Experiment 3 examined whether providing additional representation that demonstrated the work process behind an
artifact would change the focus of reviews.
Participants

Participants were recruited from Amazon Mechanical Turk,
https://www.mturk.com, and compensated $2 for completing an approximately twenty-minute experimental exercise
(see Table 6).
Materials and Procedure

Based on pilot testing, participants were given 20 minutes
to complete the experimental task. Participants were randomly assigned to one of three conditions: sketch interface,
wireframe interface, or a full-fidelity condition. Participants
were also randomly assigned to one of two exploratory
conditions: context or no context for the assignment goals.
Three website designs were created to represent a fictional
oceanic conservation organization. The designs created
were intended to represent a believable student project in
early draft form.
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Table 6: Descriptive Statistics for Experiment 3

Experimental Conditions

All participants completed a short, three-question pre-test
training that led them through features of website design.
Participants were then asked to give feedback on a student’s
website design.
Experiment 3 employed a 2x3 design. Firstly, participants
were randomly assigned to one of two exploratory conditions:
1. In the Context Condition, participants were told: “The
student designer you've been assigned to review has submitted the following description of their assignment
goals: ‘To design an ecology website that will make a user interested in learning more about the ocean, and/or
help people get involved in conservation.’”
2. In the No Context Condition, participants were simply
told that the student designer had submitted the following
website design for review, with no contextual information
about the goals of the website.
All participants saw the finished website design (Figure 8),
and were given time to observe and make notes on this design. Participants were then randomly assigned to one of
three experimental conditions while writing their reviews:

Figure 6: Sketch graphic for Experiment 3

a. Sketch condition. Participants in the Sketch condition saw
a simple hand-drawn sketch of the website design (Figure
6).
b. Wireframe condition. Participants in the Wireframe condition saw a simple wireframe mockup of the website design (Figure 7).
c. Full-fidelity condition. Participants in the Full-fidelity
condition simply saw the finished website design again
(Figure 8).
RESULTS
Analysis Plan

Figure 7: Wireframe graphic for Experiment 3

219 participants completed this experiment (see Table 6).
Text responses were coded by three raters who were blind
to the experimental conditions. Ratings were positively
correlated (r = .85-.89, p < .0001) and the average rating for
each measure was used for analysis. Table 7 lists the
measures coded. The primary dependent variables for our
analyses counted the amount of feedback reviewers gave on
aesthetic features of the website, and the amount of feedback reviewers gave on the user process and experience.
“Process” feedback concerned overall goals for the website
design, for instance, feedback on changes that might keep a
user engaged and interested in the organization’s story.
“Aesthetic” feedback, on the other hand, concerned purely
visual features of the website design such as the colors chosen.
Quantitative Results

Reviewers who saw the Sketch representation gave significantly more process feedback (M = .61) compared with the
Wireframe (M = .41) and the Full-fidelity condition (M =

Figure 8: Website graphic for Experiment 3

.34), F(2, 216) = 4.14, p = .01 (Figure 9). This effect size
was moderate (Cohen’s effect size d = .45). As in Experiment 2, there was no statistically significant difference in
the amount of feedback given on aesthetic features between
conditions: while reviewers in the sketch condition gave
more process feedback, they did not give less feedback on
aesthetics.
Reviews in the Sketch condition were also significantly
longer than the other two conditions (M = 210 compared
with M = 162 for the Wireframe condition and M = 160 for
the Full-fidelity condition); F(2, 216) = 5.86, p = .003. This
effect size was moderate (Cohen’s effect size d = .50).
Finally, reviewers in the Sketch condition remarked on a
greater overall number of features (M = 1.93) compared
with the Wireframe (M = 1.52) and Full-fidelity conditions
(M = 1.82); F(2, 216) = 3.86, p = .02. This effect size was
moderate (Cohen’s d = .32). The number of explanations
given, amount of positive or negative comments, and the
number of specific recommendations for improvement, did
not differ between conditions.
Context Condition

No significant effects were found for the Context condition:
participants who were shown the additional context emphasizing the website goals did not produce measurably different reviews than participants without this information.
Demographic Effects
Aesthetic
Feedback

Number of statements on font, color, or layout (e.g., “Change the font”)

Process Feedback

Number of statements on broader user process and experience (e.g., “You need to make
it clearer how people can engage with this
organization, so they will get excited”)

Total Number
of Features

Number of distinct features the reviewer
commented on

Explanations

Recommendations

DISCUSSION

In this paper, three experiments illustrated how the framing
of peer review can significantly impact reviews. Feature
changes in rubrics, task structure, and artifact representation
resulted in reviews that were significantly different in both
the quality and focus of reviewer feedback.
Experiment 1 found that providing a numeric scale with
reviews elicited more explanations from reviewers, but
open reviews with no scale were higher in quality. One possible interpretation of these results is that the presence of a
rating scale emphasized the reviewer’s explanatory role, but
decreased the developmental role. It may be that reviewers
took their role to be both explanatory, and consolatory: numeric reviewers also gave more positive affirmations. Previous research has found that positive reviews are received
more favorably [58], and it could be that reviewers in the
numeric condition use more complimentary language as a
social tactic to diminish the negative impact of delivering a
grade. Novice reviewers often underexplain their comments
[23, 57], and feedback with explained suggestions for
change leads students to make more improvements [21].
We hypothesize that peer review systems could benefit
from design that elicits more explanations. It is possible that
novice reviewers underexplain their feedback without being

Number of explanations reviewers gave for
their feedback (e.g., “Change the font because it is hard to read like that”)
Number of concrete suggestions reviewers
gave within their feedback (e.g., “Change the
font, you could make it dark gray instead”)

Negative
Comments

Number of negative statements about the
design (e.g., “I really hate this layout”)

Positive
Comments

Number of explicit statements of personal
positive opinion towards the design (e.g., “I
loved the pictures chosen!”

Length

Of the descriptive variables, Age, Ethnicity, and Gender,
only Gender had a significant effect on the number of explanations given. Female participants tended to give more
explanations (M = .70) than male participants (M = .42),
F(1, 215) = 4.76, p = .03; this effect size was small to moderate (Cohen’s effect size d = .36). Gender was therefore
included in subsequent analyses but no further main or interaction effects were found. This effect is interesting, but
preliminary; no gender differences were found in the previous experiments. No effects were found for self-reported
website design expertise.

Character count for each submitted review

Table 7: Dependent measures used in text analysis for Experiment 3

Figure 9: Process Feedback is higher in Sketch Condition
by Condition in Experiment 3

aware of this, and including a numeric scale may help peer
assessments that require extra clarity, such as final graded
assignments. Nevertheless an important benefit of requiring
open-ended feedback could be that this structure emphasizes developmental over critical feedback. Peer review without a numeric scale may therefore be helpful for peer assessments with developmental goals, such as early assignments or works in progress. Future research should directly
test these hypotheses, and qualitative data such as interviews could help describe how these design choices impact
reviewers’ mindsets.
Experiment 2 found that discrete task sections elicited reviews that were rated more helpful and that included feedback on both the writer’s career goals and aesthetic features. One interpretation for this finding is that reviewers
given an unstructured task perseverate on the resumés’ surface features, as novice reviewers fixate on grammar instead of essay structure [59]. In contrast, a divided structure
task may have highlighted the need to generate comments
that are different from the feedback already given. When
asked to re-start a task, reviewers have an opportunity to reconsider the task’s aims. This task structure may also encourage active learning, maintaining the reviewer’s engagement by presenting shorter, repeated interactions instead of a single, long interaction at the end of a longer task
[45]. It is difficult to sustain learner attention and engagement in online learning environments [33], particularly for
tasks that require time and cognitive effort. Peer assessment
could benefit from using smaller repeated tasks to maintain
reviewer engagement. However, it is also possible that repeated tasks result in task interruption, carrying trade-offs
for reviews’ depth or comprehensiveness. Future research
should investigate how task structure can help to support
engagement and provide scaffolding for high effort learning
activities in online environments, as well as test the theoretical explanations of these benefits.
Experiment 3 found that showing a sketch of a design during reviews elicited significantly more feedback on user
experience and the global goals for the work. Although all
participants were instructed to give feedback on the final
design, hand-drawn representations may have cued reviewers to consider the dynamic possibilities behind a static outcome. This cue may encourage reviewers to invest more
deeply in helping to change the work, viewing it as a malleable process rather than a fixed product [16, 17, 48]. It is
also interesting that this effect was not found for a
wireframe draft of the same design. It is possible that the
sketch was more readily interpreted as a “draft” by reviewers and that a wireframe was interpreted as a more finished
product, but future research should explore why different
kinds of drafts do or do not produce similar effects. Intriguingly, giving reviewers explicit information about the
reviewee’s user goals also did not significantly change the
content of their reviews. This preliminary result suggests
that framing features could influence reviewing even when
peer reviewers are unresponsive to explicit training that

attempts to shape their reviews. Future research should explore the relationship between explicit and implicit framings.
Experiment 3 explored framing effects with Mturk workers,
who are more similar to online learning populations in
some characteristics (e.g., in age and ethnicity), but less
similar in others such as compensation and experience with
ratings tasks. This paper examined framing effects within
these diverse populations in order to explore general principles that can help design online review systems, but comparing between such populations is a key question for future
work. Further research is needed to examine whether framing design choices produce differing effects between diverse reviewing environments (e.g., reviewing commercial
work compared with work in open online courses). Examining creators’ reactions to the feedback on their work is also
an important next step, and future research should incorporate reviewees’ reactions into the evaluation of review quality as well as test whether students’ academic outcomes in
real-life review environments correspond to reviews’ rated
helpfulness.
Understanding framing effects is particularly compelling
for online learning platforms as they aim to scale for global
audiences. In order to achieve such scale, these learning
environments will often need to function algorithmically
and independently of instructor oversight. In such a design,
framing effects may be amplified across multiple iterations
and learners. Intentionally framing educational environments in ways that elicit high quality performance can be a
powerful lever to improve learning.
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